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Nonlinearities in early vision 

Temporal and contrast coding of visual signals by cone-

photoreceptors and retinal bipolar cells 

 

Summary      

The retina is a sophisticated image processor that breaks the visual world into several parallel 

representations for transmission to the brain. At the core of this process is the retina‟s ability 

to split different stimulus components, such as „fast‟ or „slow‟ events, into different, parallel 

processing streams.  Much of this „elementary‟ processing step is performed at the level of 

retinal bipolar cells, the only cells that connect the light-sensitive photoreceptors in the outer 

retina to the feature extracting circuits of the inner retina. Different types of bipolar cell 

systematically forward a different, highly pre-processed version of the original input to their 

postsynaptic partners. Critically, the output organization across bipolar cell types is far from 

random, forming several overlapping maps of visual feature space across the inner retina to be 

subsequently read out by inner retinal circuitries. In this thesis I discuss how cone 

photoreceptors and retinal bipolar cells achieve this elementary, feature-oriented description 

of the visual world, long before the „final‟ output of the eye is being sent to higher visual 

centers via the optic nerve.   
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Nichtlinearitäten in der Netzhaut 

Kodierung von zeitlichen Veränderungen und Kontrast visueller 

Reize in Photorezeptoren und Bipolarzellen 

 

Zusammenfassung      

 

Die Netzhaut ist ein hochentwickelter Bildprozessor, der die visuelle Umwelt filtert und in 

selektiven, parallelen Pfaden kodiert bevor die Information zum Gehirn gesandt wird. Dafür 

muss die Netzhaut verschiedene visuelle Signale, wie zum Beispiel "schnelle" oder 

"langsame" Ereignisse, erst erkennen, und dann in verschiedene Verarbeitungspfade aufteilen. 

Ein Großteil dieser scheinbar elementaren Verarbeitungsschritte findet auf der Ebene der 

sogenannten Bipolarzellen statt. Diese Zellen sind die Einzigen in der Netzhaut, die die 

lichtempfindlichen Photorezeptoren direkt mit den Ausgangsneuronen, den Ganglienzellen, 

verbinden. In der vorliegenden Arbeit konzentriere ich mich auf die Analyse der 

Mechanismen, die die Bipolarzellen nutzen, um die visuellen Eigenschaften der Umwelt zu 

erkennen und so zu verarbeiten, so dass die Ganglienzellen diese Informationen effektiv 

nutzen können um komplexe Bildzusammenhänge zu erkennen und an das Gehrin 

weiterzuleiten. 
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Introduction      

The vertebrate retina as a model for neuronal feature extraction  

Part of the central nervous system (CNS), the vertebrate retina is a sophisticated image 

processor that breaks visual scenes modulated in space, time and wavelength into highly 

specific parallel output channels represented in its output neurons, the retinal ganglion cells 

(RGCs) [1–3]. Depending on the species, between 15-20 different types of RGCs are thought 

to exist in the vertebrate retina, each transmitting specific aspects of the visual stimulus to the 

brain in the form of action potentials travelling down the optic nerve (Figure 1) [4–7]. 

Especially in higher vertebrates, the optic nerve carries little neuronal feedback from the CNS 

into the retina. Therefore, processing within the retinal network can effectively be understood 

as a feed-forward system that operates independent of further, context dependent processing 

in the brain. As a result, network computations in the retina can be studied in a behaviourally 

meaningful and near complete context in an ex-vivo preparation, where the entire tissue is 

removed from the eyeball and suspended in physiological medium. With a strictly defined 

input to the retina, the visual stimulus, the output of different neuronal elements within the 

network can be recorded in a dish and effectively understood within the context of the intact 

system. 

 

 

 

Figure 1| The vertebrate early visual system. The retina is a single, continuous sheet of neuronal tissue that lines the back 

of the eyeball. The optical apparatus of the eye, which in terrestrial vertebrates consist mainly of the cornea and lens, projects 

an inverted image of the visual world onto the retina: Here an array of different types of photoreceptor-neurons respond in a 

pixel-by-pixel manner to the incoming stream of photons. Visually evoked activity in photoreceptors is then passed via an 

inner retinal projection represented by bipolar cells (BC) to the retina‟s output neurons, the retinal ganglion cells (RGCs). 

Finally, the axons of RGCs converge at a single point forming the optic nerve (blind spot) to send the highly pre-processed 

visual information to the remainder of the brain.  

This basic organisation of the retina and its place within the visual system as a whole, which 

includes several subcortical centres and a substantial fraction of the cortex, makes it a 

powerful model for the study of neuronal networks in general. Moreover, retinal neurons are 

arranged in a highly systematic manner. With few notable exceptions and large-scale retinal 

inhomogeneities (e.g. [8]), such as the absence of S-cones in the primate fovea, retinal 
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neurons tile the entire retinal surface in a regular mosaic, such that every retinal position 

features at least one representative of each neuron type (e.g. [9, 10]). As a result, conclusions 

drawn from the study of a specific pathway at one retinal location can often be readily applied 

across the entire system. This dramatically limits the parameter space of any model aiming to 

recreate „real‟ retinal output based on knowledge of neuronal anatomy, connectivity and 

physiology – as is famously advertised in related large scale computational approaches aiming 

to understand the workings of cortical columns (e.g. BlueBrain; www.bluebrain.epfl.ch). With 

its highly regular organization, ready access to targeted physiological recordings of essentially 

any neuron within the network, and clearly defined input-output structure, a “BlueRetina” 

may come within arm‟s reach long before we can dare to claim a functional understanding of 

the cortex.  

 

The retina’s vertical pathway 

 

The retina features 5 distinct classes of neuron: Photoreceptors (PRs), horizontal cells (HCs), 

bipolar cells (BCs), amacrine cells (ACs) and retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) (Figure 2). The 

vertical pathway is formed by three of these: PRs transduce the visual stimulus into changes 

in electrical potential driving vesicle release onto BC dendrites within the retina‟s first 

synaptic layer, the outer plexiform layer (OPL). BCs in turn form excitatory connections with 

RGC dendrites in the retina‟s second synaptic layer, the inner plexiform layer (IPL). RGCs 

send long axons to the brain. HCs and ACs are laterally projecting inhibitory interneurons of 

the outer- and inner plexiform layer, respectively. The five classes of neurons each comprise a 

range of subtypes [4]. Synaptic transmission along the vertical pathway is glutamatergic and 

occurs through large, specialised ribbon-type synapses [11, 12]. These synapses are capable of 

supporting high, continuous rates of vesicle release of neurotransmitter, well suited to reliably 

transmit an “analogue”, graded mode of synaptic drive as is traditionally thought to be 

employed by both PRs and BCs. However, growing evidence indicates that this picture may 

need careful reassessment – both types of PRs and BCs in a wide range of species are capable 

of generating highly nonlinear, stochastic voltage responses to visual stimulation (reviewed in 

[13]). The existence of such nonlinearities in early visual processing is the main focus of this 

thesis. 

 

http://www.bluebrain.epfl.ch/
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Figure 2| The anatomical organisation of the vertebrate retina. A, there are 5 classes of neurons in the vertebrate retina: 

Photoreceptors (yellow) forward light-evoked signals to bipolar cells (BC, pink) and laterally inhibiting horizontal cells 

(HCs, orange). Bipolar cells carry the signal into the inner retina, where they form intricate synaptic connections with 

inhibitory amacrine cells (green) as well as the retina‟s output neurons, the retinal ganglion cells (RGC, blue). The 

anatomical substrate of the retina has been studied in exquisite detail for well over a century starting with early pioneers such 

as Golgi, Tartuferi and Cajal. Panel B shows one of Cajal‟s (1892) famous drawings of a vertebrate retina, depicting already 

then examples of all five neuron classes. Advances in particular regarding molecular techniques and dense electron-

microscopic (EM) imaging approaches have made it possible in recent years to gain a near comprehensive description of the 

mouse retina‟s anatomical substrate. For example, panel C from [9] shows a specific type of bipolar cell expressing the green 

fluorescent protein (GFP) on the backdrop of an immunostaining (Calretinin) highlighting the layered organisation of the 

inner retina. Panel D from [14] schematically summarises the intricate processes of individual bipolar cells revealed from 

dense EM-reconstructions of a patch of mouse retina. 

 

Linear and non-linear processing in the visual system 
 

In mathematical terms, a fully linear system is one where the input is proportional to the 

output. In other words, doubling the input amplitude doubles the output amplitude. This 

criterion in the strict sense cannot be met by any neuron or network, due to constraints of 

dynamic range. A too small input always gives rise to little or no output (threshold 

nonlinearity), and similarly a too large input gives no additional rise in output (saturation 

nonlinearity). However, within a neuron‟s dynamic range, input can, in principle, be linearly 

related to output. For example, many neurons of the early visual pathway in vertebrates, 

including PRs, HCs, and BCs, are often approximated as adhering to a linear regime 

throughout the bulk of their dynamic range (Figure 3) [1, 13, 15]. This view is reinforced by 

the notion that these cell types do not generate distinct action potentials, but instead employ a 

graded (“analogue”) mode of visual signal encoding.  

A B C D 
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Figure 3 | Basics of linear and nonlinear signal encoding. A, In a truly linear system, the output f(x) is related to the input 

(x) such that f(x) = a + bx This scenario, in a strict sense, cannot be met by any biological system due to constraints of 

dynamic range. B, Instead, biological systems, such as neurons, typically exhibit nonlinear signal transfer properties, as for 

example described by a sigmoidal function f(x) = a + (1+e-bx)-1. Here, several fractions of the dynamic range may be 

considered separately. At low input strength the system may respond less than predicted by a linear regime (threshold non-

linearity), while at very high input strength the output ceases to stop increasing (saturation nonlinearity). In between these 

two non-linear ranges is typically a linear regime, where the input is approximately proportional to the output. C, Different 

types of neurons may predominately stay within only a fraction of this “full” dynamic range, such that their input – output 

organisation, for all effective purposes, is either linear (blue) or exhibits different forms of non-linearities (red / orange). 

 

A linear encoder can be empirically described in the form of a “linear filter”. For the purpose 

of retinal processing, this filter is commonly considered in the temporal and/or spatial domain 

– sometimes also simplified as “(linear) receptive field”. A temporal linear filter, or “temporal 

kernel”, usually captures a visual neuron‟s instantaneous response properties to a brief full-

field „flash‟ of light - a time-inversion of this temporal-filter equals the so called “impulse 

response”. Estimation of this full-field temporal filter or impulse response is typically 

achieved by reverse correlation of a response sequence with a white noise input sequence (e.g. 

[16]). Delay of the linear filter relative to t=0 yields an estimate of the neuronal delay, the 

width of the filter dictates its temporal frequency filtering and the polarity and power of its 

deviation from 0 amplitude are related to neuronal polarity – e.g. “ON” or “OFF”. A similar 

approach can also be used to estimate the spatial linear filter, which is commonly interpreted 

as a visual neuron‟s receptive field in space. Notably, the temporal impulse response can often 

be approximately parameterised in a dampened sine-wave [17] based on four variables (τrise; 

τdecay; τphase;  ) such that: 

B A 

C 
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Such as linear description of a visual neuron can be a powerful computational tool – for 

example comparing filters between neurons may provide a simple description of differences 

in their temporal tuning [1, 16, 18–20]. More importantly, the linear descriptor can be 

implemented in computational models of neuronal signal transformation [21, 22]. For 

example, convolution of the linear filter with an arbitrary stimulus yields a prediction of the 

neuron‟s linear response to that stimulus. In other words, based on the linear descriptor alone 

it is possible to predict the response of a (truly linear) neuron to any arbitrary stimulus. 

Another powerful computational consideration of linear systems comes from the additivity 

rule, which states that putting two linear systems in series, i.e. such that the output of one 

linear system serves as the input of the second system, simply yields another linear filter that 

alone describes the combined response properties two previous linear systems. Moreover, it 

does not matter in which order linear systems are combined. As a result, the combination of 

several linear operators in series can in principle also be computationally approximated in a 

single description of τrise; τdecay; τphase and  . 

But nonlinearities are commonplace in retinal neurons. One cardinal example is the presence 

of a spiking process (“digitisation”), for example in all RGC types. Similar to the non-

linearity associated with a too small input in a graded system, the introduction of spikes 

typically gives rise to a threshold nonlinearity. Beyond the threshold, neurons can however 

still be considered linear, if for example the rate of spikes is proportional to input magnitude. 

To predict the response of a spiking neuron to an arbitrary stimulus it is not sufficient to only 

estimate its linear filter, but to also know its threshold non-linearity. Combination of a linear 

filter with a basic threshold nonlinearity underpins the fundamentals of the commonly used 

“linear-nonlinear” (LN) model [1, 23]. Here, the generator, calculated from convolution of the 

stimulus with the linear filter is subsequently passed through the nonlinearity, yielding an 

estimate of spike rates elicited by the stimulus. To estimate actual spike timing, an absolute 

refractory period associated with a single spike and a Poisson process is typically 

implemented, yielding a so called linear-nonlinear-Poisson (LNP) model, the simplest of 

cascade models frequently employed to describe visual response properties of RGCs [1]. LNP 

models often yield a good, but not perfect, description of RGC response properties compared 

to actual measurements, provided that the input is kept simple [19]. Implementation of 

additional, nonlinear transformations at different stages of the model have been employed to 

yield accurate functional descriptions of retinal networks. For example, considering all 

processing up to the RGC input as linear does not yield a satisfactory description of the 

response properties of mouse ON-alpha RGCs to spatially patterned stimuli. However, 

implementation of additional parallel nonlinearities prior to the signal integration by RGCs 

yielded a highly accurate description of the data [21]. Such a model directly predicts the 

existence of a powerful nonlinearity implemented already within BCs – as supported by a 

wealth of recent evidence (see below: retinal bipolar cells). Similarly, PRs are not strictly 

linear under a range of experimental conditions. For example, rod-photoreceptors exhibit a 

powerful threshold nonlinearity at light levels near the absolute visual threshold [24–26]. 
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Similarly, functional S-cone PRs of the mouse encode brightness changes in a highly 

nonlinear fashion (see below: The photoreceptor system). Finally, time-dependent processes, 

such as different forms of adaptation [25, 27] or simply the intracellular accumulation of free 

Ca
2+

 over time driving release can fundamentally shape the shape and range of linear and 

nonlinear processes in signal transformation of the visual system. One schematic aiming to 

highlight some of the key linear, nonlinear and time-dependent processes that ought be 

considered when computationally accounting for processing by bipolar cells is shown below. 

Understanding the conditions and circumstances under which different neurons of the retina 

encode visual stimuli in a linear or in a nonlinear fashion will be fundamental to any attempt 

to design a “BlueRetina” (Figure 4). 

 

 

 

Figure 4 | A schematic summary of the major linear, nonlinear and time-dependent signal transforms implemented by 

bipolar cells. The generation of a comprehensive computational model aiming to capture a large fraction of response 

variance given an arbitrary input may schematically looks approximately as shown. Here, different biological processes, such 

as neurotransmitter binding to postsynaptic receptors, activation of different ionic currents or the depletion of synaptic 

vesicles over time may be individually approximated in separate linear, nonlinear and time-dependent transforms. These may 

be processed in series such that the output of one operation is also the input of the next operation (cascade model). In 

addition, bipolar cells are embedded in a rich environment of feedback circuits that necessitate the addition of further 

elements in any attempt at generating a comprehensive computational description of the system. Schematic modified from 

[23]. 
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The photoreceptor system 

 

In the vertebrate retina, there are two fundamentally different types of photoreceptors: Usually 

numerically dominant rod-photoreceptors underlie the entire visual response at low light 

levels (scotopic) but start to saturate during increasing bombardment with photons as light 

levels are increased (mesopic). At this point cone-photoreceptors, which exhibit lower 

sensitivity to light than rods, begin to take over and eventually underlie the visual response 

during daylight (photopic) conditions. In this thesis the focus will be exclusively on cone-

vision. Depending on the species, cone-photoreceptors of vertebrate eyes usually come in 1-5 

different types, primarily defined by the types of opsin they express. In primate trichromatic 

vision, three different types of cone photoreceptors are distinguished: short-, mid- and long-

wavelength sensitive (S, M and L cones), and comparison of visual responses in different 

cone types by the postsynaptic circuitry of the retina and later the cortex underlies “colour 

vision”. While most marine mammals are L-monochromats and therefore colour blind, some 

lower vertebrates, such as some species of turtles feature 4 different cone-photoreceptor types 

(tetrachromatic vision) and some fish and birds may feature five or more types – accordingly, 

species featuring a larger subset of cone-types generally exhibit more nuanced chromatic 

discrimination ability [28].  

Most terrestrial, non-primate mammals, including mice, only feature two cone types: S and 

M. The different cone types are generally distributed homogenously across the entire retinal 

surface, and provide for the principal feasibility of chromatic discrimination across the entire 

visual field. However, in several species, including hyenas, guinea pigs, guppies, rats and 

rabbits the S and M cone mosaics are inhomogeneous along the retina‟s dorso-ventral axis  

(Figure 5) [29–35].  

     

Figure 5 | A divided visual world. A, Visually orienting terrestrial animals live in a visual world divided into two major 

domains by the horizon. The sky and ground parts of the visual scene differ by spectral content (“colour-composition”), but 

also by overall luminance (“brightness”) and, perhaps most critically, contrast-statistics. For example, during the day almost 

 

B A 

C 
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any object blocking light in the sky, such as a bird or a branch of a tree, appears as a dark silhouette against a bright 

background – a situation that is not reciprocated on the ground. B, As a result, the retina of many species is anatomically and 

functionally divided into two domains, each primarily dealing with visual information from either above or below the 

horizon. In the mouse, this division is perhaps most apparent at the level of cone-opsin expression – here, the dorsal retina 

samples light from the ground (inversion of the image by the eye‟s optical apparatus) and primarily harbours “M-“ (green) 

cones, while the ventral retina, sampling light from the sky, primarily harbours “S-“ (blue/ultraviolet-sensitive) cones. 

However, this spectral match of “green ground and blue sky” appears not to be the main driving force in the evolution of the 

anatomical separation of the “green” and “UV” sensitive part of the retina. C, Instead, a better explanation may lie in the 

different contrast-regimes typically sampled by the two retinal domains. From [35].  

As a broad generalization, in these species the ventral retina, which picks up light from above, 

features relatively more functional S-cones, and the dorsal retina, which picks up light from 

the ground, features relatively more M-cones – classically interpreted in line with natural 

scenes featuring a relatively higher fraction of short wavelength light in the sky and mid-

wavelength light on the ground. Mice feature a particularly pronounced dorso-ventral opsin 

gradient. But does such an inhomogeneous cone distribution impact visual coding beyond the 

chromatic domain? While cone types differ in their spectral response properties, they 

additionally may differ in their temporal properties or in the way they encode achromatic 

contrast. By their inhomogeneous distribution across different retinal domains such additional 

differences imply that the very input signal to the entire visual system should differ for 

processing daylight visual scenes above and below the horizon. In publication 1 [35] we 

show that this is indeed the case: unlike dorsal M-cones, ventral S-cones of the mouse retina 

exhibit a strong preference for dark stimuli on a light background, such as a bird in the sky. 

This preference for dark contrast appears to be rooted in a rectifying nonlinearity at or before 

the S-cone pedicle. Therefore all downstream processing in the mouse retina should 

acknowledge the differential dorso-ventral contrast coding properties that are established at 

the first synapse of the visual system. It will be important to directly test this prediction in 

recordings from downstream retinal and cortical neurons, as well as the behavioural level in 

the future. 

 

Retinal bipolar cells 

 

Depending on the species, there are between 10 and 20 different types of BCs (Figure 6) [23]. 

As a broad general subdivision, in higher vertebrates one subset of BCs expresses ionotropic 

glutamate receptors at the dendrites, thereby forming a sign conserving synapse with 

photoreceptors [36–38]. Since photoreceptors hyperpolarise with increasing light, sign 

conserving BCs also decrease their activity during increases of light, and are therefore dubbed 

“OFF”-type BCs. In contrast, the dendrites of BCs in the second subdivision express 

metabotropic glutamate receptors which through intracellular pathways indirectly activate ion 

channels and functionally invert the polarity of the light response. Accordingly, these BCs 

depolarise during increases in light, and are referred to as “ON”-type BCs. In most 

vertebrates, ON and OFF BCs systematically stratify at different depths of the IPL, forming 

the ON and OFF sublaminae [9, 23, 39–42]. RGCs contacting BCs at different depth within 

the IPL generally exhibit their input polarity, giving rise to ON and OFF type RGCs [39]. 

RGCs spanning across the ON and OFF sublaminae often exhibit a functional ON-OFF 
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phenotype. While this broad subdivision is conserved across a wide range of species, in 

reality the picture is rather more complex. For example, some BCs can exhibit a mixed ON 

and OFF light response phenotype [41, 43, 44] and other ON-BCs form “ectopic” synapses in 

the OFF sublamina (e.g. [45]). Fundamentally, the response polarity of a BC is not only 

defined by its direct dendritic input from photoreceptors, but can be transformed within their 

presynaptic compartment within the IPL under the influence of lateral inhibitory inputs from 

ACs as well as neuromodulators acting over long distances and time scales [27, 46–49]. For 

example, some BC presynaptic terminals of zebrafish can switch polarity in vivo depending 

on mean light level [48]. Therefore, the terminology of ON and OFF type retinal neurons 

should be considered with caution. 

 

 

Figure 6 | Bipolar cells of the mouse retina. Thirteen (13) types of bipolar cells have been identified in the mouse retina. 

The different types systematically stratify in different layers of the inner plexiform layer (IPL). Each type of bipolar cell 

performs a specific set of signal transformations from the (largely) common photoreceptor input to deliver a highly pre-

processed version of the visual signal to its postsynaptic partners. Such specialisations include different polarity (ON, OFF), 

photoreceptor connectivity (chromatic, achromatic),  kinetics  (transient, sustained) or the generation of all-or-nothing spikes 

in their synaptic terminals. From [23]. 

 

Beside their response polarity, BCs can differ in their chromatic response preference. For 

example, the type-9 BC of the mouse selectively receives inputs from S-cones and 

accordingly always carries a pure “S” signal independent of retinal location (see above). In 

contrast, the mouse type-1 BC appears to sample fewer-than-chance S-inputs and may 

represent a dedicated M-channel [50]. In addition the so called “rod-bipolar cell” (RBC) 

receives selective inputs from rod-photoreceptors. The remaining BC types appear to non-

selectively contact all cones independent of type, on average effectively forming achromatic 

channels.  
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However, the perhaps most striking functional difference between BC types is in the temporal 

domain. Some BC types exhibit highly transient responses to steps of light, while others are 

much slower (“sustained”) and show little if any adaptation to a prolonged visual stimulus 

(Figure 7) [39, 41, 51]. This temporal subdivision is a feature across all BC types, regardless 

of polarity or chromatic preference. Indeed, the kinetic properties recorded in different types 

of RGCs are thought to be predominately established at the level of BCs [52], highlighting 

differential temporal processing as one of the key computational tasks of the BC network.  

  

 

Figure 7 | Bipolar cells temporal channels. A, A single bipolar cell labelled with the synthetic calcium indicator Oregon 

Green BAPTA-1 (OGB1) shown in cross-section (vertical slice view). The terminal system in flat-mount view and its light-

evoked calcium response in are shown below. B, Different types of bipolar cells exhibit different speed and polarity 

responses to the same, full-field visual stimulus. From [41]. INL – inner nuclear layer, GCL – Ganglion cell layer. Scale-bars 

= 20 microns. 

 

Leaving kinetic differences between PR types aside (e.g. rods are slower than cones, and S 

cones are often slower than M-cones) the temporal response properties of retinal neurons are 

first established at the level of the BCs [23, 38, 53, 54]. This can in principle occur in at least 

four, non-mutually exclusive ways. First, BC dendrites can contact the cone pedicle at 

different physical locations (“flat basal” or “invaginating” contacts) – the glutamate release 

kinetics from the cone pedicle as “seen” by a BC dendrite may differ depending on the 

contact location, mainly due to basic diffusional considerations [54]. Second, different BC 

types express different combinations of glutamate receptors and/or TRP channels within their 

dendrites [38, 53]. In a similar way to ionotropic and metabotropic receptor systems dictating 

the fundamental response polarity of BCs (above), different combinations of receptor and 

channel subsystems dictate the fundamental response kinetics of BC types [37]. Third, the 

biophysical properties, such as the shape and size of a BC‟s dendritic and somatic 

compartment may differ between types. For example, larger BCs have a larger surface area 

B A 
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and therefore a larger membrane capacitance. Accordingly, larger BCs should exhibit more 

capacitative filtering of input signals, rendering smaller cells more suitable to carry high 

frequency visual information. In agreement, the largest BC types in goldfish, the so called 

“mixed BC” (Mb1) are also the slowest BCs, while BCs featuring the smallest cell bodies are 

generally also the fastest (e.g. [44]). Finally, direct feedback and feedforward inhibition 

received from a vast barrage of likely >40 different types of ACs directly at the BC 

presynaptic terminals further impacts, and potentially even dominates, their temporal tuning 

(e.g. [55]). 

The combined effects of dendritic contact morphology, receptor system identity and overall 

morphology dictate the fundamental temporal properties of BCs. In support, direct 

electrophysiological recordings from BC somata consistently reveal band-pass tuning to 

visual flicker, which is robust even when the axon of the recorded BC is cut [44]. The band-

pass tuning properties of BC input processing are readily surmised as a temporal “linear 

filter” (see above), which provides a common metric towards the comparison of kinetic 

properties across retinal neurons. And temporal BC channels are systematically rooted in 

retinal anatomy. Electrophysiological recordings from the somata of BCs demonstrate that 

like ON and OFF channels, different temporal channels represented by different BC types 

systematically stratify at different depths of the IPL – with more transient BCs stratifying 

nearer either outside border of the IPL, and transient cells stratifying near the IPL centre [23]. 

This basic temporal map of the inner retina is also a feature of RGC recordings, with different 

temporal RGC channels systematically stratifying at different depth within the IPL [39]. In 

publication 4 [41] we used direct recordings of light-evoked calcium signals generated 

locally within the BC terminal system of the mouse retina to directly confirm the existence of 

such a temporal map rooted in IPL anatomy. But the existence of this temporal organization 

also within the BC terminal system does not imply that all temporal processing performed by 

BCs occurs in the somatal/dendritic compartment. As already alluded to above, the temporal 

properties of the BC output is subject to further downstream modifications. 

Following dendritic integration and filtering the time-filtered visual signal is passed down the 

largely passive axon towards the terminal system. BC terminals form complex local feed-

forward and feedback synapses with inhibitory ACs. Direct recordings from BC terminals, but 

also from BC somata demonstrate the AC signals contribute to shape the temporal properties 

of the BC output [23]. Moreover, BC terminals express a vast diversity of active channels, 

including sodium and different types of calcium channels, as well as BK and Ca
2+

-dependent 

Cl
-
 channels (e.g. [56–58]), to name a few. Therefore the largely passive generator signal 

passed down from the soma will be transformed through the specific subsets of AC feedback 

circuits and axonal ion channels, potentially giving rise to fundamental signal transformations 

locally within the terminal system, or even within individual terminals. Most notably, in 

publications 2-4 [41, 44, 59] we contributed to challenge the traditionally held view that the 

vast majority of BCs encode visual stimuli exclusively by the use of graded voltage 

deflections directly related to the dendritic generator. Instead we demonstrate that in zebrafish 

(publications 2, 3) and goldfish (publication 3) the majority of BCs are capable of 

generating spikes locally within the axonal terminals. These findings were complemented by 

the demonstration of spikes also within at least 3 types of mouse BCs (publication 4). Studies 
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from other labs further demonstrate the existence of spikes also in at least two types of rat BC 

[60] and one type of BC in the ground squirrel retina [61]. Recently, the major findings and 

several predictions of these publications were directly confirmed in bipolar cells of the 

macaque and, in part, humans [58, 62]. Taken together, the description of a spiking process 

locally within the synaptic terminals of BCs prompts for a fundamental reassessment of visual 

processing in the inner retina (Figure 8). For example, spikes in any neuron tend to lock onto 

transient depolarisations in the generator potential thereby accentuating fast frequency 

components in the stimulus. Moreover, spikes are inherently transient, and thereby limit the 

temporal blurring of fast events. In addition, spikes necessarily rectify the synapse [13].  

 

 

    

Figure 8 | Coding with and without spikes in retinal bipolar cells. A, Two generalised strategies may be distinguished 

when pooling bipolar cell responses to a time-varying stimulus by individual retinal ganglion cells [44]. Left: In the absence 

of spikes in bipolar cell terminals forwarding the visual stimulus, final digitalisation of the visual signal into the form of 

spikes occurs only at the level of the retinal ganglion cell. Right: The generation of sparse but time-precise spikes by 

individual bipolar cells places the first stage of digitalisation at the level of the bipolar cell synaptic terminal. Here, any one 

bipolar cell undersamples (“misses”) the stimulus, such that the readout of a single BC would not allow to generate an 

accurate and complete representation of the original input. However, by pooling across many sparsely spiking bipolar cells 

by a large ganglion cell the input signal can be restored. B, In the fovea of the primate retina, the tiny so-called “midget” 

RGCs receive input only from individual bipolar cells. These bipolar cells do not spike. In contrast, the bipolar cells 

providing input to the very large “parasol-type” retinal ganglion cells of the primate retina can generate spikes [58]. C, Here, 

the spike-enabling voltage gated sodium channels are specifically expressed around the axon end-point, possibly to allow 

more weight to lateral input from amacrine cells in gating spike generation? From [62]. 

C 

A 
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But temporal processing by BCs does not stop with the voltage signal harbored within the 

terminal system. As in all synapses, glutamate release onto postsynaptic targets is mediated by 

the influx of calcium into the presynaptic compartment. BC terminals express an L-type 

Calcium channel, and specific BC–subtypes can exhibit further different voltage activated 

calcium currents [44, 57, 58]. The translation of membrane voltage into calcium influx is 

underpinned by a wide range of biophysical and molecular mechanisms, including the specific 

composition of intra-terminal calcium buffers and calcium regulation systems that may, in 

principle, differ between different BC terminals [12]. Moreover, one very basic but 

fundamental property impacts the specific calcium impulse response of any terminal – its size. 

This can be intuitively understood: As the size of a spherical compartment increases, its 

surface area to volume ratio varies with the inverse of radius. The majority of calcium influx 

mechanisms of BC terminals are located in the cell membrane, therefore the assumption of a 

constant channel density implies that with increasing synaptic size a larger intra-terminal 

volume will need to be filled by calcium influx through relatively fewer channels. 

Accordingly, the larger the terminal, the slower calcium will rise within the compartment, and 

the lower the peak calcium concentration will be. Similarly, calcium extrusion mechanisms 

are mostly membrane associated in BC terminals. As a result relatively fewer pumps will be 

available to pump calcium back out following cessation of a voltage stimulus. As a result 

calcium within larger terminals will fall slower than in small terminals. These basic properties 

of calcium influx and outflux as a function of terminal size can be summarized in a calcium 

impulse response – the time course and amplitude of calcium rise and decay following a brief 

pulsed depolarization. In publication 5 [22] we show that indeed, the calcium impulse of 

small terminals is systematically more transient and has a higher absolute amplitude than in 

larger terminals. As a result, low pass filtering due to calcium kinetics within the terminal 

compartments is much more pronounced in larger terminals (Figure 9). We show that the very 

basic property of terminal size correlates faster synaptic processing in smaller terminals and a 

more pronounced adaptation at the level of vesicle release. Moreover, we show that different 

size terminals belonging to the same single BC preferentially transmit different frequency 

components of the visual stimulus, much like a Fourier decomposition constrained within 

different frequency bands. Our results highlight that temporal processing of visual signals 

occurs until the very last step of neuronal signal filtering by BCs, and open up the intriguing 

possibility that the synaptic output of a single cell can differ in the frequency domain between 

its different output sites [55]. Therefore, far from being simple, passive isopotential relay 

neurons, BCs perform a series of key temporal processing steps within their subcellular 

compartments, and acknowledge a highly localized view of temporal processing in the inner 

retina.  
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Figure 9 | The impact of synaptic volume. A, A “mixed-bipolar” cell of the goldfish retina labelled with the synthetic Ca2+ 

indicator Oregon-Green BAPTA-5N through a patch pipette targeting a very large synaptic compartment. Connected to this 

large terminal is a second, much smaller terminal just above. B, Depolarisation of the cell by current injection through the 

patch pipette gives rise to a large, fast calcium increase in the small terminal (red), but a much smaller, slower calcium 

increase and subsequent decrease in the large terminal (black). C, A conceptually identical segregation into fast and slow 

calcium responses is also observed in a spiking variety of the “mixed-bipolar” cell. From [22]. 

The role of calcium in neuronal processing   

Calcium is a key intracellular messenger in living cells, and neurons are no exception. 

However, in addition to its „usual‟ tasks, due to its divalent positive charge in solution 

calcium is often directly part of electrical neuronal signalling. Moreover, calcium drives 

vesicle fusion and thereby neurotransmitter release from presynaptic terminals. It is primarily 

due to these key involvements in fast neuronal processing that dynamic monitoring of 

intracellular calcium has become an indispensable recording technique in neuroscience. A fast 

increase in neuronal calcium levels is often directly linked to depolarization, such as the 

generation of individual and bursts of spikes. Moreover, depending on the presence and nature 

of voltage- and ligand-activated calcium channels, calcium changes can also be very telling 

about sub-threshold activity and even local synaptic inputs. Indeed, calcium signals recorded 

at different subcellular sites within the arbours on an individual neuron can be used to study 

aspects of neuronal processing ranging from simple monitoring of overall activity, integration 

of synaptic inputs to the function of the presynaptic release machinery. Beyond single 

neurons, calcium imaging is also often used to record the activity of many neurons 

simultaneously.  

There are many different calcium indicators available, each with their own set of advantages 

and disadvantages. All work by a common principle: A fluophore is tagged to a calcium 

sensor, such that calcium binding by the sensor affects the fluorescent properties of the 

fluophore. In general, they can be divided into two broad categories: (1) synthetic and (2) 

genetically encoded. Synthetic indicators were historically the first to be used, and include 

classical probes such as the Fluo and Fura families. Today most commonly used are probably 

B A C 
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the BAPTA-based probes, most notably the Oregon Green BAPTA-1 and 5N varieties. On the 

genetically encoded side, today most commonly used are perhaps the GCaMP and TN-XL 

families. The former is based on a variant of the Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) tagged to a 

biological calcium sensor (calmodulin and M13). For overviews of the vast plethora of 

different calcium probes available today, see [63–68]. 

Amongst both genetic and synthetic indicators are so-called ratiometric and non-ratiometric 

indicators. Non-ratiometric indicators usually work by tagging one or more calcium binding 

elements to a single fluophore – as a result the probes are usually comparatively simple and 

sometimes yield the superior quantum yield. However, without rigorous prior calibration 

these indicators cannot be used to estimate absolute calcium concentration, they rather tell 

about relative changes. Ratiometric probes, on the other hand can, following calibration, be 

used to track absolute calcium levels: Rather than using a single fluophore they typically use 

two different ones that exhibit different emission spectra. Probes are then designed such that 

binding of calcium results in a changed emission in two independent channels (usually one 

increased, the other decreased). As a result, the ratio of emission in the two separate spectra 

can be used to achieve a probe-concentration independent estimate of calcium binding, and 

thereby, an estimate of absolute calcium levels. An additional perk of ratiometric indicators is 

that shot noise is greatly reduced by dividing data from the two channels (as shot noise co-

varies in both channels). Examples of ratiometric calcium probes include the Fura (synthetic) 

or the TN-XL [69] (genetically encoded) families. 

Optical probes also exist for several other ions such as sodium (e.g. CoroNa, [70]) or Chloride 

(e.g. Chlomelion [71], ChloFenSor [72]). Alternatively, probes like iGluSnFr [73] can be used 

to track glutamate release, pHlorin indicators can track pH [74], or other probes still can track 

membrane voltage (e.g. ArcLight242 [75, 76] or ASAP1 [77]). The synthetic and genetically 

encoded toolkit for optical measurements of neuronal activity is ever expanding and new or 

improved probes are currently published almost on a monthly basis.   

Optical versus electrophysiological recording techniques    

Far from being simple isopotential compartments, neurons are highly polarized and feature 

complex patterns of axonal and dendritic arborisations. With functional specialisations of 

different neuronal sub-compartments, electrophysiological recording techniques such as 

patch-clamp or sharp electrode recordings can only establish a “point recording” amongst the 

complex three dimensional shape of a neuron. As a result, depending on the electrotonic 

compactness of a neuron, most electrophysiological recording techniques are necessarily 

limited in the spatial information that can be gathered. Indeed, especially in large neurons it 

can be physically impossible to gain insights into processing at neurites distant from the 

recording site. Optical imaging techniques can often overcome this limitation. Unlike most 

electrophysiological techniques, optical approaches are usually not point recordings in the 

strict sense. Instead, different points in space can be sampled in near-parallel depending on 

the recording setup. As a result, optical probes are usually superior tools in the study of 

neuronal processing at a sub-neuronal scale. However, optical recording techniques rarely 
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achieve a temporal resolution approaching that of the much faster electrophysiological 

techniques. 

Rather than studying individual neurons, both optical and electrophysiological techniques can 

also be used to monitor the activity of many neurons in parallel. Here the same advantages 

and limitations as listed above typically apply. Using optical population recordings individual 

neurons can usually be clearly localized, albeit at comparatively low rates. Techniques such as 

multielectrode recordings, on the other hand, typically only suffer a small cut in temporal 

resolution as more and more recording sites are added (depending on multiplexing 

configurations of the amplifier used), but precise localisation each recorded neurons is often 

achieved only with great difficultly.  

Another factor to consider is how invasive the chosen recording technique will be. Generally, 

optical techniques are less invasive as no electrodes need to be inserted into or placed near the 

recorded neuron(s). Also, problems like intracellular dialysis e.g. through a patch pipette are 

less of a problem. However, depending on the optical probe employed, the very signal that is 

to be measured will necessarily be modified in optical techniques, as some of the signal is 

used to drive fluorescence changes of the indicator. While this problem can be negligible, for 

example in the case of low affinity calcium indicators or some forms of voltage probes, it can 

also be a considerable limitation especially when using high affinity probes. Moreover, 

phototoxicity can be a problem especially in prolonged recordings. Notably, „invasiveness‟ 

can also be used as a tool: e.g. the control of a neuron‟s intracellular solution using a patch 

pipette, or the buffering of calcium using a calcium probe can be used as powerful tools to 

study mechanisms of neuronal signalling. 

Of course, optical and electrophysiological techniques are by no means mutually exclusive, 

and frequently the most powerful experiments employ a combination of both approaches in 

parallel as used also in several studies presented here. 
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Conclusion and future perspectives 
 

In this thesis I present some of my work since 2008 on cellular and synaptic processing in 

retinal photoreceptors and bipolar cells in goldfish, zebrafish and mouse. This work presents 

the foundation for currently on-going and future studies aimed at a full functional 

characterisation of the retina‟s vertical processing pathway – from photoreceptors, via bipolar 

cells to ganglion cells. In hand with rapid developments towards the establishments of a 

complete retina connectome [14] this functional counterpart promises to provide key 

parameters towards the generation of a complete computational description of the retina in the 

future.  
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Publication 1 – Contrast coding in cones 

 

A Tale of Two Retinal Domains:  

Near Optimal Sampling of Achromatic Contrasts in Natural 

Scenes through Asymmetric Photoreceptor Distribution 

 

Baden T*, Schubert T*, Chang L, Wei T, Zaichuk M, Wissinger B and Euler T
§
.  

Neuron 80, 1206-1217, 2013 

Summary and Context 

Although the basic retinal blueprint is conserved across vertebrates, the visual system of 

individual species can often be highly adapted to its specific visual ecology. For example, 

many predatory birds require high spatial acuity and accordingly feature large eyes, a high 

cone density, and, indeed, multiple foveae. Mice, however, are afoveate and live in a very 

different visual environment: ground dwelling and below the line of tall grass. Presumably as 

an evolutionary consequence, mice feature a divided retina: The dorsal part, which samples 

light from the ground, features a high density of mid-wavelength sensitive (“M”/”Green”) 

cones. The ventral part however, aimed at the sky, mainly features short-wavelength sensitive 

(“S”/”UV”) cones. In classical reasoning the match in spectral sensitivity of the two retinal 

regions compared to the different spectral composition of “sky” and “ground” lent a visual 

ecological foundation to the divided mouse retina. Here, we challenged this classical 

“spectral-match” view. We showed that, from a spectral point of view, there is no advantage 

in using S cones for sampling the sky – the high degree of mid-wavelength light also in the 

sky means that M cones would perform equally well. Instead, a key difference between 

ground a sky natural scenes is the distribution of achromatic contrasts. Against the bright 

backdrop of the sky, any object necessarily appears as a dark silhouette, and as a result, dark 

contrasts strongly predominate in this visual domain. However, on the ground light is 

reflected, giving rise to a more balanced contrast distribution. Therefore, given the “divided 

retina”, mouse M and S cones on average sample very different ranges of achromatic 

contrasts.  We went on to show that the different contrast distributions in natural scenes above 

and below the horizon are directly reflected in the way that mouse M and S cones sample 

visual signals. M cones, like “classical cones”, behave highly linearly and therefore employ a 

matched strategy to the balanced distribution in natural contrasts on the ground. Surprisingly 

however, S-cones exhibit a strong preference for dark contrasts, apparently matched to the 

predominance of dark contrasts in the sky. Using a combined approach of information theory 

and ideal observer analysis we demonstrated that the contrast-gain functions of both M and S 

cones are indeed exquisitely well matched to the different contrast regimes they sample in 

natural scenes. Finally, our findings are validated in a computational model.  
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Publication 2 – Spikes in zebrafish bipolar cells 

 

In vivo evidence that retinal bipolar cells 

generate spikes modulated by light 

 

Dreosti E*, Esposti F*, Baden T and Lagnado L
§ 

Nature Neuroscience 14(8): 951-2, 2011 

Summary and Context 

Bipolar cells are the only neurons that forward the visual signal from photoreceptors to retinal 

ganglion cells (RGCs), the output neurons of the retina. Based on the earliest recordings 

already in the late 60s bipolar cells were generally considered non-spiking 

(“graded”/”analogue”) neurons. Like photoreceptors, they were thought to respond to changes 

in light intensity exclusively with graded voltage changes, which in turn would activate the 

release machinery through the ribbon complex. This picture was first challenged by the 

demonstration of a spiking process in one specific, morphologically rather unusual type of 

bipolar cell in the goldfish: the so called “mixed bipolar cell” (MB1) [78–80]. Around same 

time another study demonstrated similar events in two types of bipolar cell of the rat [60]. 

However, still at this point the predominant view was that the vast majority of bipolar cells do 

not generate spikes. In a series of publications (Publications 2-4) we challenged this view. In 

this first study we optically monitored presynaptic calcium activity in within the presynaptic 

terminals of bipolar cells in zebrafish larvae in vivo [81]. This allowed us to show that in fish 

the majority of bipolar cells generate fast, stereotype calcium transients, both spontaneously 

and upon visual stimulation. These calcium transients were highly reminiscent of the calcium 

signature elicited by individual action potentials in central neurons. This study was therefore 

the first to demonstrate the widespread presence of spikes across different functional types of 

bipolar cells in a vertebrate retina. Critically, due to the non-invasive nature of the optical 

imaging approach the spikes could be demonstrated in vivo, and in response to light. Beyond 

the demonstration of spikes in bipolar cells, this and the following studies critically highlight 

the synaptic terminal of bipolar cells as perhaps the key site of computation within the inner 

retinal network. It is here that the three numerically and functionally most heterogeneous 

retinal cell classed interact. Bipolar cell terminals form the lynchpin of the triad, consisting of 

a presynaptic bipolar cell process, a feedback and feed-forward connection with an amacrine 

cell process, and a postsynaptic element from a retinal ganglion cell. Indeed, local signal 

transformation within individual terminals of bipolar cell is likely fundamental the generation 

of response specificity observed in the ~20 functional channels emerging as the retinal output 

in the form of spike trains in retinal ganglion cells.  
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Publication 3 – Temporal coding through spikes 

 

Spikes in retinal bipolar cells code visual 

stimuli with millisecond precision 

 

Baden T, Esposti F, Nikolaev A and Lagnado L
§
.  

Current Biology (21): 1-11, 2011 

Summary and Context 

Following the demonstration of calcium signatures in zebrafish bipolar cells in vivo 

(Publication 2), this study went into much greater depths as to the underlying mechanisms 

allowing spikes to be generated in bipolar cells and their functional significance. 

Using both optical imaging approaches and slice electrophysiology we showed that spike 

waveforms in different type bipolar cells can be highly heterogeneous, and driven by different 

types of inward currents: sodium, T-calcium and L-calcium. Moreover we showed that the 

spike generating mechanism is very sensitive to resting membrane voltage – only within a 

narrow voltage window of ~10 mV can spikes be elicited. This was directly reflected in our 

demonstration of “mode switching”: individual bipolar cells can switch in and out of the 

spiking mode as a result of small drifts in resting membrane voltage. 

On a functional level we showed how spikes in bipolar cells systematically undersample fast 

temporal contrast, but exhibit very high temporal precision: In response to a flickering light, 

most cycles of the stimulus fail to elicit a spike in any given bipolar cell. However, if 

successfully elicited, each spike is timed to a precision of a few milliseconds, 

indistinguishable to that of postsynaptic retinal ganglion cells (RGCs). In other words, the 

mechanism capitalises on temporal precision at the expense of response reliability. This 

apparent limitation is overcome at the next synaptic level. Typically many 10s or 100s of 

bipolar cells converge onto individual RGCs, and postsynaptic pooling of stochastic but well 

times inputs rescues the low response reliability and preserves temporal precision. Therefore 

temporal precision of the retina appears to be established already at the level of spiking 

bipolar cells, prior to RGCs. In this interpretation, spikes, or rather their threshold, are 

effectively a noise filter of fast retinal signalling. 
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Publication 4 – Spikes in mouse bipolar cells 

 

Spikes in Mammalian Bipolar Cells Support 

Temporal Layering of the Inner Retina 

 

Baden T
§
, Berens P, Bethge M, Euler T 

Current Biology 23(1), 48-52, 2013 

Summary and Context 

Based on Publications 2 and 3 the stage was set for the search of bipolar cell spikes also in 

mammals. Indeed, Saszik and DeVries (2012) demonstrated full blown sodium spikes in one 

type of ON-bipolar cells of the ground squirrel. Two months later the present study was 

published. Here, we used an optical imaging approach to monitor axonal calcium signals 

across the majority of bipolar cells types in the mouse retina. Based on their responses to 

simple full-field stimuli we clustered bipolar cells into 8 functional types and validated their 

identity by comparison to stratification depth within the retina‟s inner plexiform layer (IPL). 

Consistent with predictions from postsynaptic recordings in RGCs [39] we found that the 

slowest cells stratify to either edge of the IPL, while faster cells stratify closer to the centre. 

Critically, we showed that at least the fastest 3 types exhibit clear all-or-nothing spikes which 

were highly reminiscent to those observed in fish bipolar cells (Publications 2 and 3). 

Accordingly we conclude that at least the fastest three types of mouse bipolar cells generate 

spikes. 

Notably, we extensively discuss the current state-of-the-art and further implications of bipolar 

cell spikes in our recently published review [13]. 
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Publication 5 – Temporal coding through synaptic volume 

 

A synaptic mechanism for temporal filtering of visual signals 

 

Baden T*, Nikolaev A*, Esposti F, Dreosti E, Odermatt B and Lagnado L
§
.  

PLoS Biology (in press) 

Summary and Context 

Following the general description of a spiking process in subsets of retinal bipolar cells across 

different vertebrate model system (Publications 2-4), we went on to specifically look at 

synaptic processing in the context of temporal processing. Prior to synaptic transmission to its 

postsynaptic targets, the local voltage signal within each individual bipolar cell terminal  

gives rise to a local increase in synaptic calcium which ultimately drives vesicle fusion. 

Accordingly, local differences between individual terminals, such as the local channel 

composition of presynaptic inputs received from other retinal neurons might, in principle, 

locally shape each synaptic release site independently.  

To test this idea from basic principles, we concentrated on one of the most basic properties of 

each synapse – its volume. It stands to reason that a larger synaptic volume, all other factors 

being equal, should directly result in relatively slower intra-terminal calcium changes upon 

depolarisation – simply as the surface area to volume ratio decreases. By combining several 

experimental and theoretical approaches we arrive at the conclusion that this is not only 

indeed the case – i.e. larger synapses are necessarily slower than smaller ones – but we show 

that this striking difference directly translates into differences at the level of synaptic release 

and adaptational properties.  

We then go on to provide direct, in-vivo evidence that single bipolar cells that harbour 

multiple, different size terminal can effectively “multiplex” the bipolar cell voltage signal into 

different temporal pass-bands defined by the volume of each individual bouton. As such, a 

single bipolar cell may, in principle, serve multiple, very different feature extracting circuits 

of the inner retina, and thereby open a new conceptual dimension of synaptic processing in 

the early visual system and beyond. 
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________ 

  

 July 2014 DFG grant (Sachbeihilfe: BA 5283/1-1): ~275,000 € 

 June 2014 National Institutes of Health (NIH) – Co-I on successful multi PI 

application 

 Sept 2012 - present Eliteprogram der Baden-Württemberg Stiftung für PostDocs: ~83,000 

€  

 Jan 2013 – Jan 2014 Tübingen University, Fortüne Junior Grant: ~70,000 €  

 Nov 2011 - present Several “teaching” project grants through TReND in Africa: 

~100,000 €  

 Sept 2004 – July 2008 Full BBSRC Research Scholarship: University Fees and Maintenance  

 Sept 2004 – July 2008 Cambridge University, European Trust: Bursary and Fellowship  

 Sept 2004 – July 2008 Cambridge University, Isaac Newton Trust: European Research 

Studentship  

 Sept 2004 – July 2008 Cambridge University, Department of Zoology: Balfour Stipend  

 July 2004 Cambridge University, Girton College: Graduate Scholarship 

 July 2002 – Sept 2002 Cambridge University, Department of Zoology: J A Ramsay 

Scholarship 

 

 Awards and Prizes
 __________________________________________________

________ 

  

 Jan 2014 Retina Suisse Award 2014 (“Senior” Speaker‟s Prize) 

 Oct 2013 Tübingen Graduate School for Neuroscience: Teaching award 

 Sept 2013 Tübingen University, Attempto Prize.: 7,500 € 

 Sept 2013 European Vision Institute: “Young Researcher in Focus” 

 May 2013 Rank Prize Meeting Computational Vision, Grasmere, UK: Speaker‟s 

Prize  

 Sept 2012 Kiel Institute for World Economy: Global Economic Fellowship 

 Oct 2011 Journal of Visual Neuroscience: Young Investigators Prize: 1,000 € 

 March 2005 - present total of 13 Conference Travel Awards  
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 Feb 2005 and June 2006 Cambridge University, Neuroscience/Graduate seminars, 2 Poster 

Prizes 

 July 2004 Cambridge University, Girton College: John B Buckley Scholarship 

and Edith Neal Prize 

 July 2003 Cambridge University, Girton College: John B Buckley Scholarship 

and Ming Yang Lee Prize 

 

 Academic teaching
 __________________________________________________

________ 

  

 Summer 2014 University of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, 3 weeks full time teaching 

 March 2013 Tübingen University, “Methodenseminar” – 1 lecture 

 Sept 2012 – present Tübingen University, supervision of Ph.D student  

 Summer 2011 – 2013 Kampala International University, Uganda, 3 weeks / year full time 

teaching 

 June 2011 – present Tübingen University “Cellular & Molecular Neuroscience” – 1-3 

lectures and 3 tutorials / year 

 Summer 2011 – present Tübingen University, “TüKliF” lecture series – 1-2 lectures / year 

 Winter 2011 – present Tübingen University “Scientific Data Analysis and Programming” – 3 

lectures / year 

 Sept 2011 – June 2013 Tübingen University, supervision of M.Sc (& “lab rotation”) student  

 May 2005 – June 2008 Cambridge University, UK, undergraduate practical tutorials: ~3 days 

per term 

 Jan 2005 – Sept 2007 Cambridge University, UK, undergraduate “supervisions” ~4 hours / 

week  

 

 Organiser
 __________________________________________________

________ 

  

 Summer 2014  University of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, Co-organiser of the “3
rd

 IBRO 

school on Insect Neuroscience and Drosophila Neurogenetics”  

 June 2013 Rabat, Morocco. Society of Neuroscientists in Africa – Symposium 

chair and co-organiser 

 March 2013 Göttingen, German Society for Neuroscience Meeting – Symposium 

co-chair and organiser 

 Summers 2011 - 2013 Kampala International University, Uganda, Co-organiser of the “1
st
 

and 2
nd

 IBRO school on Insect Neuroscience and Drosophila 

Neurogenetics” and “Drosophila Neurogenetics 2011” 

 

 Other Information
 __________________________________________________

________ 

 Referee Nature Comms., J Neurosci, PLoS Comp Biol, PLoS One, JoVE 
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 Languages German (mother tongue), English (fluent), Spanish, French, Polish 

(basic)  
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Full list of publications 
 

 Peer reviewed      §Corresponding author *Equal 

contributions 

   

 in press Baden T*, Nikolaev A*, Esposti F, Dreosti E, Odermatt B and 

Lagnado L
§
. A synaptic mechanism for multiplexing fast and slow 

visual signals in the retina. PLoS Biology. 

 

 2014 Euler T
§
, Haverkamp S, Schubert T and Baden T. Retinal Bipolar 

Cells: Elementary building blocks of vision. Nat. Reviews 

Neurosci.15:507-519. 

 

 2013 Baden T*, Schubert T*, Chang L, Wei T, Zaichuk M, Wissinger B 

and Euler T
§
. A Tale of Two Retinal Domains: Near Optimal 

Sampling of Achromatic Contrasts in Natural Scenes Through 

Asymmetric Photoreceptor Distribution. Neuron 80:1206-1217. 

 

 2013 Yusuf S
§
, Baden T and Prieto Godino LL. Bridging the Gap: 

Establishing the Necessary Infrastructure and Knowledge for 

Teaching and Research in Neuroscience in Africa. Metabolic Brain 

Disease. DOI 10.1007/S11011-013-9443-x. 

 

 2013 Baden T
§
, Euler T, Weckström M and Lagnado L. Spikes and Ribbon 

Synapses in Early Vision. Trends in Neurosciences 36(8):480-8. 

 

 2013 Baden T
§
, Berens P, Bethge M and Euler T: Spikes in Mammalian 

Bipolar Cells Support Temporal Layering of the Inner Retina. 

Current Biology 23(1), 48-52. 

  

 2012 Auferkorte ON, Baden T, Kaushalya SK, Zabouri N, Rudolph U, 

Haverkamp S and Euler T
§
. GABA(A) receptors containing the a2 

subunit are critical for direction-selective inhibition in the retina, 

PLoS ONE, 7(4):e35109. 

  

 2011 Baden T, Esposti F, Nikolaev A and Lagnado L
§
. Spikes in retinal 

bipolar cells code visual stimuli with millisecond precision. Current 

Biology (21): 1-11. 

  

 2011 Dreosti E*, Esposti F*, Baden T and Lagnado L
§
. In vivo evidence 

that retinal bipolar cells generate spikes modulated by light. Nature 

Neuroscience 14(8): 951-2.  

 

 2011 Cederlund ML, Morrissey ME, Baden T, Scholz D, Vendrell V, 

Lagnado L, Connaughton VP and Kennedy BN
§
. Zebrafish 

Tg(7.2mab21l2:EGFP) Transgenics reveal a Unique Population of 

Retinal Amacrine Cells. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 52(3):1613-21. 
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 2010 Baden T and Hedwig B
§
. Primary Afferent Depolarisation and 

Frequency Processing in Auditory Afferents. Journal of Neuroscience 

30(44): 14862-9.  

 2009 Baden T and Hedwig B
§
. Dynamics of free intracellular Ca2+ during 

synaptic and spike activity of cricket tibial motoneurons. European 

Journal of Neuroscience. 29(7):1357-68. 

  

 2008 Baden T and Hedwig B
§
. Front leg movements and tibial 

motoneurons underlying auditory steering in the cricket (Gryllus 

bimaculatus deGeer). Journal of Experimental Biology. 

211(13):2123-33. 

  

 2007 Baden T and Hedwig B
§
. Neurite-specific Ca2+ dynamics underlying 

sound processing in an auditory interneurone. Developmental 

Neurobiology 67(1):68-80. 

  

 2002 Becker AJ, Klein H, Baden T, Aigner L, Normann S, Elger CE, 

Schramm J, Wiestler OD and Blumcke I
§
. Mutational and expression 

analysis of the reelin pathway components CDK5 and doublecortin in 

gangliogliomas. Acta Neuropathologica. 104(4):403-8.  

 

 2001 Becker AJ, Urbach H, Scheffler B, Baden T, Normann S, Lahl R, 

Pannek HW, Tuxhorn I, Elger CE, Schramm J, Wiestler OD and 

Blumcke I
§
. Focal cortical dysplasia of Taylor's balloon cell type: 

mutational analysis of the TSC1 gene indicates a pathogenic 

relationship to tuberous sclerosis. Annuals of Neurology. 52(1):29-37.  

 

Not peer reviewed/ popular press  

 

 2013 Baden T and Euler T. Current Biology 23(24):1096-1098. 

 2013  No blue skies for mice – sciencedaily.com 

 2013 Baden T, Prieto Godino LL, Yusuf S and Berens P. Neuroforum 

2:73-74. 

 2012 The End of a Dogma: Bipolar cells Generate Action Potentials – 

sciencedaily.com 

 2012 “Bipolarzellen mit Tom Baden“ – DasGehirn.de 

 2008 Baden T, Zorovic M and Hedwig B. Neuroforum 4:267-273 

 2007 Baden T. Analysing the neuronal computer. ßluesci 8:1 
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Full list of invited talks 

2014 
 

Baden T: “Retinal Lego – Fingerprinting the elementary building blocks of vision”. Institute 

of Biology, University of Freiburg, Germany. 2014. 

 

Baden T: “Retinal Lego – Fingerprinting the elementary building blocks of vision”. Lund 

Vision Group, Lund University, Sweden. 2014. 

 

Baden T: “Retinal Lego – Fingerprinting the elementary building blocks of vision”. Max 

Planck Institute for Neurobiology, Martinried, Germany. 2014. 

 

Baden T*, Berens P*, Franke K, Rezac M, Bethge M, Euler T: “What the mouse eye tells the 

mouse brain”. Signal transforms in the Early Visual System. HHMI Janelia Farm, Washington 

DC, USA. 2014. 

 

Baden T and Prieto-Godino LL: “Neuroscience Education and Research on the African 

continent”. Kinshasa, Democratic Republic Congo. IBRO Global Advocacy Symposium. 

2014 

 

Baden T: “Retinal Lego – Fingerprinting the elementary building blocks of vision”. Centre 

for Advanced European science and Research (caesar), Bonn, Germany. 2014. 

 

Baden T: “Open Hardware”. Cambridge in Africa / Cambridge Neuroscience / TReND 

information event. Department of Physiology, Development and Neuroscience, Cambridge,  

UK. 2014 

 

Baden T*, Berens P*, Franke K, Rezac M, Bethge M, Euler T: “What the mouse‟s eye tells 

the mouse‟s brain: optical recordings of the eye‟s entire output at a single retinal location”. 

Lausanne, Switzerland. Swiss Life Sciences meeting, LS2, 2014  

 

Baden T*, Berens P*, Franke K, Rezac M, Bethge M, Euler T: “What the mouse‟s eye tells 

the mouse‟s brain: optical recordings of the eye‟s entire output at a single retinal 

location”.Biel, Switzerland. Swiss Eye week, 2014. (NB: Speaker‟s prize) 

 

 

2013 
 

Baden T*, Berens P*, Franke K, Rezac M, Bethge M, Euler T: “What the mouse‟s eye tells 

the mouse‟s brain: optical recordings of the eye‟s entire output at a single retinal 

location”.  Zürich, Switzerland, Institute of Molecular Life Sciences, 2013. 

 

Baden T. “Spikes in Early Vision”. Neurokolloquium, Tübingen, Germany. 2013 

 

Baden T*, Berens P*, Franke K*, Rezac M, Bethge M and Euler T. „What the mouse eye 

tells the mouse brain: Recording the entire visual representation along the vertical pathway in 

the retina. European Retina Meeting, Alicante, Spain. Short talk. 2013. 
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Franke K, Euler T and Baden T. Dendritic integration in mouse retinal ganglion cells. 

European Retina Meeting, Alicante, Spain. 2013. 

 

Euler T, Schubert T and Baden T. „The Bipolar Cells of the Mouse Retina“. European Retina 

Meeting, Alicante, Spain. 2013. 

 

Baden T. “Seeing with two very different types photoreceptors”. 2
nd

 IBRO school on Insect 

Neuroscience and Drosophila Neurogenetics, Ishaka, Uganda. 2013. 

 

Baden T*, Berens P*, Franke K, Rezac M, Bethge M, Euler T: “What the mouse‟s eye tells 

the mouse‟s brain: optical recordings of the eye‟s entire output at a single retinal location”. 

RGC meeting, Tübingen, Germany. 2013. 

 

Baden T*, Schubert T*, Chang L, Wei T, Zaichuk M, Wissinger B and Euler T: “Beyond 

Colour Vision? Dichromacy Provides for Near Optimal Sampling of Contrast Statistics in 

„mouse view“ Natural Scenes”. Sheffield, UK. 2013 

 

Baden T*, Berens P*, Franke K, Rezac M, Bethge M, Euler T: “What the mouse‟s eye tells 

the mouse‟s brain: optical recordings of the eye‟s entire output at a single retinal location”. 

Rank Prize meeting, Grasmere, UK. 2013. (NB: Speaker‟s prize) 

 

Baden T*, Berens P*, Franke K, Rezac M, Bethge M, Euler T: “Recording the entire visual 

representation along the vertical pathway in the retina”. ARVO, Seattle, USA. 2013. 

 

Prieto Godino LL, Yusuf S and Baden T. “State of the art and Affordable Neuroscience 

research in Africa: Insects in Focus. SONA conference, Rabat, Morocco. 2013. (Symposium 

organizer and chair). 

 

Baden T, Smith R, Euler T: „The Bipolar cell synaptic terminal as a selective spatio-temporal 

filter?“ NWG Conference, Göttingen, Germany. 2013. (Symposium organiser and chair) 

 

2012 
 

Baden T and Prieto Godino LL. “Higher Education in the Developing World”. NeNa 

conference, Schramberg, Germany. 2012. 

 

Baden T, Yusuf S and Prieto Godino LL. “Higher Education in the Developing World: 

Teaching Neuroscience in Africa”. Global Economic Symposium, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 

2012. 

 

Baden T. “Optical imaging in an optical system”. 1
st
 IBRO school on Insect Neuroscience 

and Drosophila Neurogenetics, Ishaka, Uganda. 2012. 

 

Baden T*, Schubert T*, Chang L, Wei T, Zaichuk M, Wissinger B and Euler T. „Beyond 

Colour Vision: Dichromacy Provide for optimal Sampling of Contrast Statistics in Natural 

Scenes“. FASEB meeting, Steamboat Springs, Colorado, USA. Short talk. 2012. 

 

Baden T. “Towards a functional blue-retina: Optical imaging in the retina‟s vertical 

pathway”. Presentation to Ophthalmologists, Tübingen, Germany. 2012. 
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Baden T*, Schubert T*, Chang L, Wei T, Zaichuk M, Wissinger B and Euler T: “Beyond 

Colour Vision? Dichromacy Provides for Near Optimal Sampling of Contrast Statistics in 

“mouse view“ Natural Scenes”. Steamboat prings, Colorado, USA: FASEB. 2012. (short talk) 

 

Baden T. “Why mice don‟t usually lie on their back”. CIN/Hertie Science-Slam, Tübingen, 

Germany. 2012. 

 

Baden T. “Functional dissection of the retina‟s vertical pathway”. ARVO, Fort Lauderdale, 

Fl, USA. 2012 

 

Baden T, Palacios I, Vicente M, Martin.-Bermudo D, Yusuf S, Prieto Godino LL. “ Higher 

Education in the Developing World: Drosophila Neurogenetics, Uganda. INTED2012, 

Valencia, Spain. 2012. 

 

2011 
 

Baden T, Palacios I, Vicente M, Martin-Bermudo D, Yusuf S, Prieto Godino LL. “Breaking 

the Wall of Global Inequality in Education”. Falling Walls Conference, Berlin, Germany. 

2011. 

 

Baden T*, Schubert T*, Chang L, Wei T, Zaichuk M, Wissinger B and Euler T. „Chromatic 

coding strategies in the mouse retina.” European Retina Meeting, Amsterdam, Netherlands. 

2011. 

 

Baden T. “Optical measurements of population activity in the retina: recording the entire 

output of the eye at a single retinal location”. 61
st
 meeting of Nobel Laureates, Lindau, 

Germany. 2011. 

 

Baden T, Lagnado L, Nikolaev A, Esposti F and Euler T. „Spikes in retinal bipolar cells 

phase-lock to visual stimuli with millisecond precision“. ARVO, Fort Lauderdale, Fl, USA. 

2011. 

 

2010 
 

Baden T, Berens P, Bethge M and Euler T. „Towards a complete representation of visual 

information at a single retinal location. BCCN Cluster A1 meeting. Tübingen, Germany. 

2010. 

 

Baden T. “Mechanisms of presynaptic multiplexing”. Tübingen, Germany. 2010. 

 

Baden T and Lagnado L. “Presynaptic multiplexing in retinal bipolar cells”. MRC-LMB 

Neurobiology talks, Cambridge, UK. 2010. 

 

 

2009 
 

Baden T and Lagnado L. “Two in One: Different synaptic terminals of individual bipolar 

cells exhibit different signaling properties depending on their size”. European Retina Meeting, 

Oldenburg, Germany. 2009. 
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2008 
 

Baden T and Hedwig B. „Sound frequency processing in bushcrickets“.  Zoology 

Neuroscience Seminar, Cambridge, UK. 2008. 

 

Baden T and Hedwig B. “Sound processing in crickets”. Zoology Graduate Seminar, 

Cambridge, UK. 2008. 

 

Baden T and Hedwig B. „Sound processing in crickets“. Derby Neuroethology lecture series, 

Derby, UK. 2008. 

 

2007 
 

Baden T and Hedwig B. „Visualising Neuronal activity in the cricket auditory pathway”. 

Royal Entomological Society, London, UK. 2007. 

 

Baden T and Hedwig B. „Visualising Neuronal activity in the cricket auditory pathway”. 

Cambridge Zoology Graduates Symposium, Cambridge, UK. 2007. 

 

Baden T and Hedwig B: “Neurite Specific Ca2+ Dynamics Underlying Sound Processing in 

an Identified Auditory Interneurone“. Gordon Conference on Dendrites: Structures, 

Molecules, Function. Ventura, CA, USA. 2007 

 

 

2006 
 

Baden T and Hedwig B. „Spatio-temporal integration of local processing within an identified 

auditory interneurone.” Zoology Neuroscience Seminar, Cambridge, UK. 2006. 

 

Baden T and Hedwig B. „Combining Calcium Imaging Techniques with Electrophysiology: 

A Study of an Identified Auditory Interneurons in the Cricket“. Zoology Departmental 

Seminar Day, Cambridge, UK. 2006. 

 

2005 

 
Baden T and Hedwig B. „Spatio-temporal integration of local processing within an identified 

auditory interneurone: A combined approach of electrophysiology and Calcium Imaging.” 

Cambridge Zoology Beer Talks, Cambridge, UK. 2005. 
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Full list of conference posters 

 

2014 
 

Baden T, Franke K, Pop S, Rezac M, Kemmler R, Berens P, Bethge M, Schubert T and Euler 

T. „Following the visual signal across the entire retina: from cone calcium to ganglion cell 

spikes”. FASEB, Vermont, USA. 2014. 

 

Baden T*, Berens P*, Franke K*, Rezac M, Bethge M and Euler T. „What the mouse eye 

tells the mouse brain: Recording the entire visual representation along the vertical pathway in 

the retina. FASEB, Vermont, USA. 2014. 

 

Baden T*, Berens P*, Franke K, Rezac M, Bethge M, Euler T: “What the mouse‟s eye tells 

the mouse‟s brain: optical recordings of the eye‟s entire output at a single retinal location”. 

Lausanne, Switzerland. Swiss Life Sciences meeting, LS2, 2014  

 

 

2013 
 

Baden T, Franke K, Berens P, Bethge M and Euler T. “Retinal circuits for local axonal 

processing”. Forschungskolloquim der Medizinischen Fakultät, Tübingen, Germany. 2013 

 

Baden T*, Berens P*, Franke K*, Rezac M, Bethge M and Euler T. „What the mouse eye 

tells the mouse brain: Recording the entire visual representation along the vertical pathway in 

the retina. European Retina Meeting, Alicante, Spain. 2013. 

 

Baden T*, Berens P*, Franke K*, Rezac M, Bethge M and Euler T. „What the mouse eye 

tells the mouse brain: Recording the entire visual repreentation along the vertical pathway in 

the retina. BCCN conference, Tübingen, Germany. 2013. 

 

Franke K, Euler T and Baden T. „Dendritic integration in mouse retinal ganglion cells“. 

BCCN conference, Tübingen, Germany. 2013. 

 

Rezac M, Baden T and Euler T. „Linking form to function – Single unit recordings 

complementing large-scale classification of mouse retinal ganglion cells“. BCCN conference, 

Tübingen, Germany. 2013. 

 

Franke K, Euler T and Baden T: „Probing visual receptive fields at single synapse 

resolution.“ NWG conference, Göttingen, Germany. 2013.  

 

Euler T, Berens P, Franke K, Rezac M, Bethge M and Baden T: „Towards a complete 

functional fingerprint of the ganglion cells of the mouse retina”. NWG conference, Göttingen, 

Germany. 2013.  

 

2012 
 

Baden T*, Schubert T*, Chang L, Wei T, Zaichuk M, Wissinger B and Euler T. „Beyond 

Colour Vision: Dichromacy Provide for optimal Sampling of Contrast Statistics in Natural 

Scenes“. FASEB meeting, Steamboat Springs, Colorado, USA. 2012. 
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2011 
 

Baden T, Smith R and Euler T. „Spikes and Presynaptic Multiplexing in mouse bipolar 

cells“. European Retina Meeting, Amsterdam, NL. 2011. (J Vis Neurosci Young Investigators 

Prize) 

 

Baden T, Berens P, Bethge M and Euler T. „What information does the eye send to the brain? 

Recording the entire visual output at a single retinal location”. BCCN Meeting, Tübingen, 

Germany, 2011. 

 

Baden T, Esposti F, Dreosti E, Lagnado L. „Spikes in retinal bipolar cells generate a 

temporally precise visual code“. NWG conference, Göttingen, Germany. 2011. 

 

Schubert T*, Baden T*, Chang L, Wei T, Zaichuk M, Wissinger B, Euler T. „Beyond colour 

vision: Dichromacy provides for optimal sampling of achromatic contrasts in mouse view 

natural scenes.” NWG conference, Göttingen, Germany. 2011. 

 

 

2010 
 

Baden T, Esposti F, Nikolaev A, Dreosti E, Odermatt B and Lagnado L. “A synaptic 

mechanism for multiplexing fast and slow visual signals”. FASEB conference, Saxtons River, 

Vermont, USA. 2010. 

 

Baden T, Esposti F, Dreosti E, Lagnado L. „Spikes in retinal bipolar cells generate a 

temporally precise visual code“. Cambridge Neuroscience Seminar. Cambridge, UK, 2010. 

 

 

2009 

 

Baden T and Hedwig B. „Dynamics of Free Intracellular Ca2+ during Synaptic and Spike 

Activity of Cricket Tibial Motoneurons.” NWG conference, Göttingen, Germany. 2009 

 

 

2007 

 

Baden T and Hedwig B. “Sound processing in an identified auditory Interneurone”. NWG 

conference, Göttingen, Germany. 2007. 

 

Baden T and Hedwig B. „Sound processing in an identified auditory interneurone“. House of 

Commons, “Young Scientists fair”, London, UK. 2007. 

 

2006 
 

Baden T and Hedwig B. “Ca(2+)lculating the cocktail party effect – Chemical Computation 

in a single neurone.” Cambridge Neuroscience Graduate Seminar, Cambridge, UK. 2006. 

(Poster prize). 
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Baden T and Hedwig B. „Neurite Specific Ca2+ Dynamics Underlying Sound Processing in 

an Auditory Interneurone.” Invertebrate Sound and Vibrations conference, Toronto, Canada. 

2006. 

 

2005 

 

Baden T and Hedwig B. „Neurite Specific Ca2+ Dynamics Underlying Sound Processing in 

an Auditory Interneurone.” Cambridge Neuroscience Seminar, Cambridge, UK. 2005. (Poster 

Prize.).  
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